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HISTORY AND FOUNDING 
 

I first became acquainted with the region’s thermal springs and with the Termales Del Ruiz Hotel in 1983.   

Having been present at every Manizales City Fair since its inception, I was involved with broadcasting 

the visit to the Nevado Del Ruiz glacier by contestants in the Manizales City Fair’s beauty pageant, an 

eventto which I’d been invited by one of its broadcasters. 

 

The hotel property was in a sad state having been abandoned for twenty years and was then being rented 

to a rancher as pasturage for about five thousand pesos per year.  I was stricken by the sight of a public 

landmark in such a lamentable condition but also, in a positive sense, by the indescribable beauty of the 

topography and by the touristic possibilities of its thermal spring; a great potential health and recreation 

facility scant miles from Manizales, although because of the terrain, public access was obviously very 

problematic. 

 

Upon my return to the city, the radio station initiated a campaign to raise public awareness of the spring, 

its importance and its great potential, not only as a source of local wellbeing but as an economic and 

touristic resource for the City of Manizales and the Department of Caldas.  I also made the decision to 

seek a solution to the access problem so that the public could get to know and enjoy the spring. 

 

Acquiring Property and Laying Pipe 
 

Without official resources, with nothing really other than an entrepreneurial vision, I somehow managed 

to purchase a thirty block parcel of a cattle ranch named el Otoño (the autumn).  It was located in a village 

called el Gallinazo (the “Vulture”), an exuberantly beautiful and peaceful setting boasting a fantastic 

climate with an easily accessible workforce but lamentably, like the Termales Del Ruiz Hotel itself which 

was approximately ten miles away, it was tied to the city though a highway in deplorable condition.  The 

highway had originally been constructed to access the Nevado Del Ruiz glacial area but according to 

records maintained by Highway District Number Five, had not received any maintenance funds for 

twenty eight years. Still, I was determined to invest in that region of incomparable beauty despite its 

regrettable lack of access. 

 

My primary goal was to bring the spring’sthermal waters closer to the City of Manizales.  That had to be 

accomplished without affecting the local ecosystem while concurrently retaining enough thermal energyto 

permit its full enjoyment which could only be accomplished by piping the water over approximately ten 

and a half miles.  Initiallywe experimented with polyvinyl tubing transported from the City of Cali but it 

had to be abandoned because the mineral components of the spring water calcified, causing cracking 

which drastically increased costs.  After additional tests and trials the polyvinyl tubing was replaced by 

acid resistant sanitary PVC tubing; however, it proved too fragile at points of juncture and after additional 

tests and overcoming many difficulties, it was replaced by high pressure PVC tubing with Z-joints.  It is 

still in use having resulted in greatly reduced stress without meaningful damage.  Nonetheless, as a 

precaution we maintain a vehicle equipped with all supplies necessary to address potential problems 

throughout the pipeline and a standby workforce competent to deal with all maintenance requirements.  

 

                                                      
1 Translated by Dr. Guillermo Calvo Mahé, BA, JD, LL.M. GCTS, Facultad de Estudios Sociales y 

Empresariales: Departamento de Ciencias Políticas y Jurídicas of the Universidad Autónoma de Manizales 

in the Republic of Colombia. 



After continuous and tenacious struggles thermal waters from the spring flowed into a pool constructed 

on the el Otoño property six months later.  The pool, originally constructed in cement proved to require 

reconstruction approximately every four months due to wear caused by spring water’s strong chemical 

composition.  It was thus necessary to undertake studies and analyses seeking a more erosion resistant 

product.  After significant research technicians from the City of Barranquilla recommended use of a 

product manufactured by the Sika Group but it proved inadequate.  Eventually, we experimented with a 

fiberglass option which proved more than satisfactory, yielding a healthy, pleasant and comfortable 

experience for everybody that availed themselves of our services. 

 

Obtaining the Rights to Legally Use the Thermal Spring Waters 
 

After conception of the idea to transport thermal spring waters from the Nevado Del Ruiz to a site near 

the City of Manizales, it was necessary to undertake all procedures necessary to obtain required 

governmental approvals.  That involved negotiation with theNational Institute of Natural Resources 

(INDERENA) to obtain the required concession which was granted pursuant to INDERENAResolution 

Number 0014 in 1985.  Thus, our company was born on February 14, 1985 thanks to a mix of tenacity, 

great effort and the moral support of the City Council of Manizales, which lauded our efforts by formal 

motion of appreciation during a meeting called to address the environmental impact of transporting 

thermal waters to the City of Manizales. 

 

Acquiring the Necessary Financial Resources 
 

At first, the most important goals were starting the company, arranging for required labor and developing 

a healthy recreational activity.  We had very minimal economic resources but plenty of tenacity and 

determination.  Gradually, the means were obtained to initiate, continue and attain our initial goals 

although not yet to complete our objective. 

 

After three years our personal resources were exhausted and we sought financing in the form of loans 

from the Banco Popular, the Caja De CréditoAgrario and the Caja Social De Ahorros.  The loans were 

relatively small but adequate to commence construction of the hotel.  Subsequently, such loans were 

increased as a result of the increased confidence that the company inspired and in due course we 

approached the Banco Industrial Colombiano, the Banco De Colombia and the CorporaciónNacionalde 

Turismo (from which we obtained fifteen million pesos).  Eventually, the Banco Cafetero provided the 

final backing we required in the sum of three hundred million pesos.  With the confidence, trust and 

assistance of those funders, we have succeeded in transforming our initial project into today’s Hotel 

Termales del Otoño. 

 

OUR BUSINESS TODAY 
 

Initially, our establishment was known as the “Estaderodel Otoño” (the “Autumn Tavern”).   We had an 

arbor open to the public, a porter, a waiter and a cook selling a large quantity of “empanadas (a local 

delicacy made of cornmeal stuffed with a variety of fillings but principally a mixture of potato, meat and 

seasonings), as well as a bar featuring performances by popular entertainers.    In time, based on popular 

customer demand, a hotel was designed which eventually included very comfortable cabins. 

 

What started out as the EstaderoDel Otoño has today evolved into a comfortable luxury hotel proudly 

offering the City of Manizales a wide range of services including a magnificent touristic infrastructure 

considered among the best in Colombia.  Our luxury, full-feature cabins are comfortably designed and 

furnished and include thermal spring fed Jacuzzis.  We also feature a spectacular 2,153 square foot 

presidential suite, “la casa tres”, comparable to presidential suites in the world’s finest hotels.  It is 



divided into a social area, living and dining area, office, bedrooms, and a private pool with an amazing 

view, making it without doubt the highest quality accommodation available in the country. 

 

In addition, our facilities include three groupings of thermal spring fed pools, two of which are reserved 

exclusively for hotel guests with one also accessible to paying visitors.  The thermal water temperature is 

approximately 108 degrees Fahrenheit and the hotel is located at an altitude of approximately 7,120 feet 

above sea level, permitting safe access from a health perspective for both older seniors and young 

children. 

 

Our two restaurants, among the finest in the region, feature a wide range of domestic and international 

cuisine and we offer an aesthetic center including massage, Turkish baths and, of course, an adjacent 

thermal spring fed Jacuzzi. 

 

We also proudly feature the country’s most modern convention center, with an auditorium seating six 

hundred people, six multifunction salons each seating one hundred people, a VIP lounge, three dressing 

rooms, two press rooms, a fully equipped state of the art simultaneous interpretation facility and all of the 

most modern technology making it possible for our guests to successfully conduct all of their business 

related activities. 

 

Our facilities are situated in an exceptionally beautiful natural setting with broad gardens, green zones and 

sports facilities in a paradise-like climate, attractions that have made us the destination most visited by 

national figures arriving in Manizales as well as by international guests who’ve chosen the Termales 

DelOtoño as a place to truly enjoy rest, tranquility, wellbeing and comfort.  We have to date, as evinced 

by foreign tourist records maintained by the national government, copies of which are maintained in our 

offices, proudly hosted guests from as far away as Zambia, Lusaka, Kampala, Banjul, Mozambique, 

Malan, Maputo, Bangui, Japan, Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Denmark, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, 

Norway, Belgium, France, Germany, the United States of America, Panama, Argentina, Venezuela, 

Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Uruguay and Mexico, among other places. 

 

Unlike our experiences during our early days, today, thanks to the efforts of Dr. Omar Yepez Alzate who 

is constantly focused on our region’s welfare, our hotel is easily accessible from anywhere in the country 

through a network of well maintained modern highways.  We are only fifteen minutes from the heart of 

Manizales and five minutes from the La Nubia Airport making us easily accessible to the country’s major 

cities and permitting us to easily interact and communicate with the world at large. 

 

In recognition of the outstanding quality of our current services, both domestically and internationally, the 

Hotel Termales del Otoño was awarded the XXIV International Hospitality Industry Trophy at the 

International Fair in Madrid, Spain, an award granted annually to the world’s best hotels and which we 

proudly shared with the City of Manizales and Republic of Colombia. 

 

OUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
 

It is important to note the changes in the Gallinazo area since the founding of the Hotel Termales del 

Otoño, developments we are very proud to have been a part of.  We have witnessed the growth and 

development of small family businesses and numerous eateries as well as the generation of a great deal of 

handcrafting, all for the most part employing local labor thus increasing local living standards, increasing 

local property values and attracting new residents.  Important new industries have also developed availing 

themselves of the aquatic and mineral wealth of the local Quebrada la Maria (e.g., Aceriasde Caldas) 

without affecting the region’s quiet and peaceful nature. 

 

OUR FUTURE 



 

While our initial goals have been met our objective is continuous improvement, always for the purpose of 

offering the best possible recreational and family entertainment services to our guests who avail 

themselves of the opportunity to visit us and to get to know the many marvelous qualities of our beautiful 

thermal springs. 


